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Abstract  
The standard concept of scaling limits of distributions on manifolds is 
reformulated, and then a new framework for scaling at boundary points is 
provided. Next, we introduce a class of so-called L1 - KMS states, which 
is subsequently fully characterized for the Rindler wedge. Using these 
tools, we compute rigorously the scaling limit of the regular β-KMS state 
of the free scalar quantum field on the Rindler horizon. Thereby, we cor-
rect certain inaccurate results of founding paper [1], nevertheless fully 
corroborating the physical essence of them. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The first part in the process of quantization of a linear field seems to be, in general, 
indisputable: one takes the Weyl algebra over classical solutions of a wave equation as 
(at least) model observable algebra, and imposes the time evolution corresponding to 
the time-like Killing vector on the space-time. Second, one has to choose a set of physi-
cal states on the algebra in order to get numerical predictions, as well as to build Hilbert 
space structures, usually via the famous GNS construction. At this very point, a consid-
erable problem has emerged since the first papers on the subject [see, e.g., 13, and 14]. 
One is unable to pick out a preferred folium of states on the grounds of evident and 
unquestionable ideas. Even the existence of such a unique folium is doubtful [3]. Since 
a folium (in a stationary case) is expected to be picked out as, for instance, the normal 
states with respect to some time-invariant quasi-free ‘vacuum’ state [14], we will dis-
cuss that possibility. 
In the past two decades the vast literature [e.g., 4, 15] has been devoted to the so-
called Hadamard states, defined by the singularity structure of their two-point function 
being (informally) 
)( ln2)2(1),( 21 σσπ vyxGsing +∆= , (1.1) 
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where  denotes the squared geodesic distance between x and y. ∆, v are some 
C 
),( yxσ
∞ functions on the space-time considered (see, [4], for a rigorous definition). 
However, the number of constructive outcomes on Hadamard states appears to be 
limited. One of the general existence results is that of Fulling, Narcowich and Wald [15] 
for a class of ground states on static space-times.  
Another regularity condition to be imposed on states has been proposed and dis-
cussed in [1, 2], and we shall later refer to it as the Scaling Limit Condition (SLC). This 
stipulation is substantially weaker than the Hadamard one, but occurs in applications to 
yield the same vacuum states and its temperatures. Moreover, it can often be tractable 
constructively. We get SLC from (1.1) taking its scaling limit (defined in [2] and here). 
Thus we obtain the required form of this limit, denoted by slim, for physical vacua: 
 slim  (1.2) 1)(2)2()2( −−= νµµνπ zzgw
The most stringent and fruitful demanding related to (1.2) is to postulate it on a horizon 
of a space-time, as we do in Sec. 4. 
Having regard to all the above-noted, we present this article as a forerunner of the 
series of papers [3, 9] aimed at the study of interconnections between the Hadamard 
condition and SLC in curved space-times and their physical meaning. In [3] we evaluate 
the scaling limits of the two-point functions of the regular KMS states and check SLC 
for a simple class of space-times by straightforward means used in [1]. Unfortunately, 
there are certain mistakes in that paper, but we mend them developing rigorous theory. 
Paper [9] relies on operator theory and gives explicit forms of scaling limits of quantum 
fields, thus SLC, on stationary space-times with Killing horizons [cf. 4]. 
In this contribution, we only report certain results of [3] leading to constructive 
theorems on SLC in the Rindler wedge. 
 
 
2. SCALING LIMITS OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
We begin with a brief review of well-known basic definitions and properties of scal-
ing limits [2], but adapted to our physical aims. Assume Ω to be an open, and (without 
loss of generality) including null vector, subset of Rn.  
2.1. Definitions.  Let R+ be the positive numbers.  
(a) The scaling function will be any function N: (0, a) → R+, where a>0 may 
depend on N. E is the class of those functions.  
(b) For a complex-valued function f and λ>0 we write  
)R()()( nx xfxf ∈= λλ . 
(c) If u  we may define a mapping slim(u; N):D(R( ) END ∈Ω∈ ,' n) → C by 
λλ ϕλϕ ,)(lim))(;slim( 0 uNNu →= , whenever the limits exist, and call it 
the scaling limit of a distribution u (w.r.t. N). 
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2.2 Proposition. slim(u; N) is a distribution on Rn. 
Recall that a distribution  is called homogenous if u , where ( ),Ω′∈ Du uαλλ =
λϕϕλ ,, uu = , and α  R.∈
2.3. Proposition. slim(u; N) is a homogenous distribution (thus tempered). 
For convenience of the usage of an unequivocal notion of a scaling limit, independ-
ent from a scaling function to be chosen, we restrict ourselves to so-called scaled distri-
butions, defined to be those possessing some non-zero scaling limit. The following 
proposition asserts that for a scaled distribution its scaling limits differ only by scale 
factors. 
2.4. Proposition.  Let ( ) ( ) .0Nu;slimand,,
0
≠=Ω′∈∈ uDuESN  
u possesses a scaling limit v ≠ 0 w.r.t. S if and only if there exists α>0 such that 
( )
( ) αλ
λ
λ =→ N
S
0
lim . 
Then, . 
0
uv α=
 
Thus, we come to the well-defined absolute notion of a scaling limit. 
2.5. Definition.  Let u  be a scaled distribution,  ( )Ω′∈ D ( ) .0;slimand ≠∈ NuEN
The scaling limit of u, denoted by slim(u), will be defined to be [slim(u)], where [v] 
denotes the set { } . 0: >ααv
Obviously, it is a partition into classes of equivalence. 
Now, we will generalize the notion of a scaling limit to the case of scaling at a 
boundary point of the region, where a distribution is defined. This concept enables one 
to deal rigorously with the scaling of distributions of physical interest on space-time 
horizons, particularly on the Rindler horizon. 
In what follows we assume the zero point to belong to the closure of Ω. The omitted 
for brevity proofs, throughout the rest of the paper, can be found in [3], unless otherwise 
stated. 
2.6. Definition. 
Let V be a region in Rn. If for each compact  
such that the inequality  implies the inclusion , then we say that the 
set V is contractible (to zero) through the region Ω. The class of all such sets V we 
denote by C(Ω). 
00number  a exists  there >⊂ λVK
 Ω⊂Kλ00 λλ <<
It is clear that if u  then the V is an admissible domain of potential exis-( )Ω′∈ D
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tence of a scaling limit of u, as scaling  does pull the support of f into Ω. How-
ever, the question arises when such a domain can exist. It is answered by the subsequent 
simple criterion involving the notion of conical regularity, which we shall now expose. 
λλ f→
2.7. Definitions.  (a) A cone in Rn (n>1) is a set that is isometric to the set 
 


 <<+∈= − hxxxxRxS nnhrnn ,: 2 1210 L    for some r, h>0.   
For R, a cone is a bounded open interval. 
(b) Given , we write exA to denote the set nRA ⊂ { }+∈∈ RAxx λλ ,: . 
2.8. Definition. (the internal cone property) 
Let Ω∈p . If there exists a cone with the apex at p and included in Ω, then we call 
p a conically regular point of Ω . 
The next theorem provides convenient criteria to assure which points of Ω  fulfil the 
above condition. 
2.9. Theorem.  
(1) If Ω is convex, then every boundary point of this set is conically regular. 
(2) Let . If the boundary of Ω is piecewise smooth, then the regular 
points of this boundary are conically regular. 
1, >⊂Ω nnR
Finally, we are prepared to state the above-promised criterion for contractibility. All 
cones considered further will have their apexes at 0. 
2.10. Theorem.  The existence of a contractible (through Ω) region is equivalent to the 
conical regularity of the zero point. 
The following facts will recover the nature of contractible sets and show the maxi-
mal region in which scaling can be expected to make sense. 
2.11. Theorem.  Suppose zero to be a conically regular point of Ω . Then the family 
C(Ω), ordered by inclusion, has the maximal element M(Ω), which takes the form 
M(Ω) = , U
CS
S
∈
ex
where C stands for the cones included in Ω if 0 belongs to Fr Ω, otherwise M(Ω) = Rn. 
M(Ω) will be referred to as the maximal contractible (through Ω) region. 
Now, we are able to present a desired definition of a scaling limit of a distribution in 
the general case of Ω∈0 . 
2.12. Definition.  Let V be a contractible through Ω region in Rn, . ( ) ENDu ∈Ω∈ ,'
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Assume that the limits λϕλλ ,)(0lim uN→  exist for all ϕ . ( )VD∈
(VD∈
MM qT≈
⊂Ω
(VDf ∈
Then one can define slim(u; N) as a distribution on V as previously:  
λλ ϕλϕ ,)(lim))(;slim( 0 uNNu →=  (ϕ ). )
It is a matter of simple work to check that all definitions and properties in this sec-
tion hold for such a bit more general scaling limits after obvious modifications. In the 
end of the present section, we shall outline the natural extension of the hitherto obtained 
results to general manifolds. Since a manifold is locally identical to its tangent space, 
we have only to rewrite the results of the previous considerations in terms of distribu-
tions on a manifold to obtain a desired theory. The problem remains only in proving the 
independence of the construction and properties from a choice of an identification map-
ping.  
From now on, we assume  that M is a C ∞ paracompact manifold, Ω - an open subset 
of M, and Ω∈p . 
2.13. Definition.  Let  , and Φ be a CMq∈  ∞ - diffeomorphism, which maps some 
neighborhood (open) of 0 in TqM onto the one of q, so that  
( ) ( ) ( )q q0TTid0,0 =Φ′=Φ . 
Then Φ will be called an identification mapping between TqM and M. 
Example.  Let ψ: V→W= ψ(V) be a coordinate chart, ψ(q)=x. 
Then  Φ  is a standard identification mapping. ( ) ( αψα =∂ − xii 1 )+
:  b
The definitions concerning with the regions of the existence of a slim(u) (contracti-
bility !) are reduced to those on Rn by passing to Rn from  on employing the 
mapping ( , where I is a linear isomorphism between T
M
) 1I −Φ o pM and Rn. 
These notions are not dependent on a specific choice of Φ or I, because neither 
 can change the feature of the existence of a suitable cone, and for 
 a change of  M(Ω) viewed as included in T
1
1
21
1
2 IInor oo −− ΦΦ
id)( 1
1
2 =′ΦΦ− o pM is not possible, either. 
After slight modifications theorems 2.9 - 2.11 are still valid. 
Now we shall focus on a definition of a scaling limit and a statement of its Φ - inde-
pendence adopting the preceding notation  
2.14. Definition.  We define y  ( ) ( )WDVD →Φ∗
( ) ( )( ) )qfqf Φ=Φ −∗ each for ,1 . 
Such Φ  is a topological linear isomorphism. ∗
Let  be a contractible through Ω region, and let u . As-MU pT⊂ ( ) END ∈Ω∈ ,'
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sume that the limits λϕλλ ∗Φ→ ,)(0lim uN
( )
 exist for all ϕ . (UD∈
λϕ∗
Ω
Ω×
)
2.15. Definition.  One can define slimp(u; N; Φ) to be a distribution on U:  
=Φ ϕ,;;slim Nup λλ Φ→ ,)(0lim uN     . ( )( )UD∈ϕ
2.16. Theorem [2, 3].  Under the above assumptions, but with two identification map-
pings Φ1, Φ2, it follows that, if ( )1;;slim ΦNup  exists on U, then so does ( )2;;slim ΦNup , and both the limits are equal. 
Consequently, we may dispose of the apparent dependence on Φ, and simply write 
slimp(u; N), or slimp(u) for a class, as before. 
In Section 4 we shall need the following coincidence limit, defined by 
slimcp(u) = slim(p,p)(u), where  and ( Ω×Ω′∈ Du ∈p . Its domain of existence is 
characterized by evident 
)
2.17. Proposition.  (p, p) is a conically regular point of Ω  if and only if so is p for 
Ω . Then it follows that 
( )( ) ( ) ( )Ω×Ω=Ω×Ω pppp MMM , . 
Summing up, all the results of this section also hold mutatis mutandis for manifolds. 
 
 
3. L1 - STRONGLY CLUSTERING KMS STATES 
 
Our explicit derivation of the scaling limit of KMS states in the Rindler wedge is 
feasible due to formula (Prop. 3.6), informally stated in [1]. Therefore, we will presently 
introduce a class of KMS states (Def. 3.1) for which this formula can only hold, and 
provide a variety of theorems on the actual contents of the class, so as to find the range 
of our calculations in Sec. 4. We are exclusively interested in the linear theory in a 
curved space-time, thus we have stopped on this level of generality, though the majority 
of the results may be formulated for generic Weyl algebras (and even not Weyl ones). 
Let (M, g) be a C ∞ paracompact, stationary, globally hyperbolic space-time of the 
dimension n with the orientable Cauchy surface. Consider a classical evolution equa-
tion: 
( ) ( )VCVVaa ∞∈=+∇∇  re       whe,0ϕ  (3.1) 
One may construct [4, 5] the Weyl algebra A on the simplectic space (D, σ) of real  
solutions of (3.1) (having compact support on Cauchy surfaces), where σ is a standard 
bilinear symplectic form for eq. (3.1). We shall be passing from our ‘φ-expressions’ to 
D(M) via the advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution of (3.1) denoted by E, e.g., 
∞C
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( ) ( )Eff ϕϕ ≡ , where φ stands for a quantum field [4, 5]. This amounts to the usual n-
dimensional smearing of a pointwise-defined field, φ(x). The classical symplectic evolu-
tion φ→φt gives rise to the group of automorphisms {τ(t): } on the algebra A: R∈t
D∈′
−≤ yx= yUxx
→
) ( 1ϕσi
( ) ( )[ ] ( )tWWt ϕϕτ = . 
Therefore, (A, τ) forms a C*-dynamical system, which will be a basis for our further 
considerations. For simplicity, we adopt the convention that a ground state is a β-KMS 
state with β = ∞, and regard only states with a zero one-point function, as covering the 
non-zero case is simple, but troublesome [3]. 
3.1. Definition.  A C2 state ω over (A, τ) is defined to be L1-strongly clustering (or L1-
state) if the function  t  is integrable for any . ( ) ( )[( gf t ϕτϕω→ ]) ( )MDgf ∈,
Rich interconnections among assumptions of that type [see, e.g.,6] are discussed in 
[3]. The next proposition is rather auxiliary. 
3.2. Proposition.  Let ω be a quasi-free τ-invariant L1-state over (A, τ). Then it is regu-
lar (“no zero-modes”). 
Proof.  Consider the one-particle  Hilbert structure of ω, namely (K, H, U(t)) [4, 
p.78]. For an arbitrary unit  one may find  such that Hx∈ Hy∈
= Ky ,ϕϕ ′+<− K,41 iyx  for some ϕ  (3.2) ϕ
as KD+iKD is dense in H. Then 
 ( ) 45yand) =+−+−+ xUxyxyxUyUy . Hence, 
16
9)()( +≤ ytUyxtUx . (3.3) 
Note that ytUy )(t  is an integrable function by (3.2) and L1-strong clustering of 
ω. It then follows from (3.3) that 1)( 0 <xtUx  for some t0, and thus x is not stable 
under the group U, though it is arbitrary. ■ 
3.3. Theorem. Let  be an (L2C∈ω 1, β)-KMS state over (A, τ). It follows that ω is a 
quasi-free state. 
Proof.  We can only give here a reasoning in the case of a ground state, deferring the 
more complicated  case to [3]. ∞<β
Given the state ω∞, we may construct its liberation, i.e., the quasi-free state ωL∞, with 
the same two-point function. If  
( ) ( )( ) ( 2212121 ,, ϕϕϕµϕϕϕϕω +=∞ , (3.4) )
then  
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( )( ) (( ϕϕµϕω ,exp 21−=∞ WL )) . (3.5) 
Let (K, H) be the one-particle structure for ωL∞. By (3.4) and (3.5) the state ωL∞ is τ-
invariant, so the unitary U(t) performs the time evolution in H. Moreover, the group 
 is strongly continuous as ( )tUt →
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ttLtU 212121 KK ϕϕϕϕωϕϕϕϕωϕϕ ∞∞ == ( )), (3.6) 
the last term is continuous by assumption, and the complexified range of K is dense in 
H. Therefore, U  for some self-adjoint h. If one had , the state ω( ) ( )itht exp=
( )
0≥h L∞ 
would also be ground, but that stems from the analyticity properties implied by (3.6). 
Namely, 2ϕt → 1 KexpKϕ ith
0≥
 has the analytic extension to the upper complex 
plain, which is bounded, since, by (3.6), it is equal to the two-point function of ω∞ that 
certainly possesses these characteristics on representing it in the GNS construction. This 
suffices to proving that h  [6, 3]. In addition, ωL∞ is an L1-state by (3.6), hence, by 
Proposition 3.2, it is regular. However regular and ground quasi-free states must be pure 
[4]. Finally, invoking the theorem due to Kay [7], asserting that a state on A is equal to 
its liberation if this latter state is pure, finishes the proof. ■ 
3.4. Corollary.  The L1-KMS states are included in the regular quasi-free states. 
Thereby, for each  there exists at most one such a state. ∞≤β
The next theorem illustrates how large a family of L1-KMS states may be. 
3.5. Theorem.  Let  be an (L∞<0,0 βωβ 1, β0)-KMS state over (A, τ). If either of the 
following conditions is fulfilled: 
(a) for any ϕ  there exists an integrable function M such that , D∈′ϕ, 1Lg ∈
( ) ( ) ( ) −∞→∞→→≤′ tortaslymonotonoustMandtMtg 0, , 
where ( ) ( ) ( )( ) [ ]( )3,
0
∞′= Calwaysisgtg tϕϕϕϕωβ ; 
(b) for any ϕ  there exist C>0, α>√3 such that  D∈′ϕ,
( ) αt
Ctg
+
≤
1
, 
then for each  there exists a (unique) (L∞≤β 1, β)-KMS state over (A, τ). 
Proof.  A rather lengthy proof is contained in [3]. 
The proposition below is crucial for our method of computations in Sec. 4, as it ex-
presses the two-point function of an L1-KMS state in terms of the well-known commu-
tator function.  
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3.6. Proposition.  Let β⋅  be an (L1, β)-KMS state over (A, τ). Then, for all 
  (MDgf ∈, ,)
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ] ωϕϕτϕϕ ωββ βωπ dtdgfvpgf tit∫ ∫
∞
∞−
∞
∞−
−−
= e,
e1
1
2
1
. (3.7) 
Proof.  First, note that in the KMS condition written as  
( ) ( )∫∫ ∞
∞−
∞
∞−
+= ββ β ABitfdtABtfdt tt , (3.8) 
with A = φ(f), B = φ(g), , valid for quasi-free states, one can set  
by the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem and L
Df ∈ˆ ( ) ( )ωittf exp=
1 property of β⋅ . Next, one 
readily derives the desired formula from (3.8) with this setting.  ■ 
Remark.  The limit  in (3.7) gives the relationship for ground states. ∞→β
 
 
4. THE SCALING LIMITS OF L1-KMS STATES ON THE RINDLER 
HORIZON 
 
Now  we will specify to the model case of the Rindler wedge. Thus, our space-time 
is 
,  { }01: xxMinxWr >∈= , where Min stands for usual four-domensional Minkowski 
space. The time evolution τ is set by Lorentz boosts. We consider fields interacting only 
with gravity, i.e., V(x) = m2, m  in wave equation (3.1). 0≥
4.1. Proposition. The family of L1-KMS states over  consists of all regular 
quasi-free KMS states. Actually, it is the Fulling-Kay family of states constructed rigor-
ously in [8] ([cf. 16]). 
( )( τ,rWA )
])
Proof.  In view of Theorem 3.3 we need only to show that the Fulling-Kay states are 
L1. Regard the 2π-KMS state of the former type, ω2π. From the Bisognano-Wichmann 
theorem, it is a restriction to Wr of the usual ground state ω0 on Min. Thus, 
 is the two-point function of ω( ) ( )[( gf t ϕτϕω π2 0 expressed in the Rindler time coordi-
nate. As the explicit form of this function is known, one readily sees that it is a L. 
Schwartz function. On applying Theorem 3.5, Corollary 3.4, we may claim the desired 
statement. ■ 
Remark.  It turns out that . (S = the states with a L. Schwartz two-point 
function, cf. Def. 3.1) 
S∈∀∞< ββ ω
Before exhibiting the explicit shape of the scaling limit of a KMS regular state in Wr, 
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we need some preparatory work.  
Let H+ and H- be the future and past event horizon, respectively. If , 
then p is clearly conically regular (we identify T
−+ ∩∈ HHp
pMin = Min) point of rW  (Theorem 
2.9), Mp(Wr) = Wr. Therefore, by Prop.2.17 and definition above it, we may treat slimpc 
of a distribution in W  as a distribution in the same space. rr W×
Let  denote the two-point function of the β-KMS regular state ω  on W)2( ,mβω m,β r with 
value m of mass.  
4.2. Theorem.  Let . Then −+ ∩∈ HHp
( )( ) ( )20,2,slim ββ ωω =mcp . 
Proof. It is based on relationship (3.7), where the Pauli-Jordan function substitutes 
for the commutator in the right-hand side of the formula, and the following lemma. 
4.3. Lemma.  Let ϕ . It follows that 1ˆ, L∈ϕ
( ) dtdtdvp ititi ϕωϕ εβπβ
π
ε
ω
βω ∫∫ ∫ ∞
∞−→
∞
∞−
∞
∞−


= +−− cothlimee 01
1
 
4.4. Corollary.  ω  satisfies the Scaling Limit Condition if and only if  β = 2π. m,β
Proof.  Only for β = 2π has the explicitly known ω  [17] the form required in 
SLC (Eq. 1.2). 
( )2
0,β
 
 
5. DISCUSSION. 
 
The case of the Rindler wedge is rather trivial, however one can enlarge the class of 
space-times for which Theorem 4.2 holds by conformal transformations applied to Wr. 
As the formal multiplication of Green functions by conformal factors could not corre-
spond to actual KMS states, one may use reconstruction (from Green functions) theo-
rems of [10, 11, 12]. In this way, we get the result, for instance, for the four-
dimensional model of the Schwarzschild black hole yielding the proper value of the 
Hawking temperature [3]. Alternative, more general methods being used in [9] give the 
analogue of Theorem 4.2 for a rich class of curved space-times. Therefore, occasionally, 
our results (here in the case of Rindler) have fully corrected certain inaccurate computa-
tions in [1], where the final form of slimH(w(2)) is proportional to β-1 (nevertheless yield-
ing the true Hawking temperature !). However, that is impossible whatsoever linear 
definition of slim we adopt. In particular, if ( )( ) ∆= − ,slim 12 vβωβ  - Pauli -Jordan func-
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tion, then ( ) ( ) ( ) 0,slim,slim,slim 122 ≠′=⊗−⊗=⊗∆ − vfggfgf βωω ββ ,  in 
contradiction with the fact that the left-hand side of this equality is independent from β. 
A more comprehensive physical discussion on the connections between Hadamard 
states and SLC can be found in [3]. 
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